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This book considers the issue of free speech in transitional democracies focusing on the socio-legal developments in the
Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland. In showing how these Central and Eastern European countries have engaged
with free speech models imported from the Council of Europe / EU and the USA, the book offers valuable insights into
the ways States have responded to challenges associated with transformation from communism to Western democracy.
The book first explores freedom of expression in European and American law looking particularly at hate speech,
historical revisionism, and pornography. It subsequently enquires into the role and perspectives of those European
(mandatory) and US-American (persuasive) models for the constitutional debate in Central and Eastern Europe. The
study offers an original interpretation of the "European" model of freedom of expression, beyond the mechanisms of the
Council of Europe. It encompasses the relevant aspects of EU law (judgments of the Court of Justice and the harmonised
EU instruments) as mandatory standards for courts and legislators, including those in transitional countries of Central and
Eastern Europe. The book argues for de-criminalisation of historical revisionism and pornography, and illuminates topics
such as genocide denial, the rise of Prague and Budapest as Europe’s porno-capitals, anti-Semitism and anti-Gypsyism,
religious obscurantism and homophobia, virulent Islamophobia, and the glorification of terrorism. The research
methodology in this study combines a descriptive case law assessment (comparative constitutional, public international,
and EU law) with a normative critique stemming from post-structuralist scrutiny, rhetoric, postmodern legal movements,
legal history, history of ideas, and art criticism. This book will be of interest to students and scholars of, comparative
constitutional law, law and society, human rights and European law as well as political philosophers.
In the closing decade of the twentieth century, Don DeLillo emerged from the privileged status of a writer's writer to
become by any measure - productivity, influence, scope, gravitas - the dominant novelist of fin-de-millennium America.
Beginning in 1982 with The Names and continuing with White Noise and Underworld, DeLillo defined himself as a
provocative, articulate anatomist of American culture. Dewey offers an astute assessment of this daunting yet important
writer's four-decade cultural critique. Dewey finds DeLillo's concerns to be organized around three rubrics that mark the
writer's own creative evolution: the love of the street, the embrace of the word, and the celebration of the soul. Dewey
takes the reader through the novelist's hip avant-garde satires of the mid-1960s, his dense interrogations of the power of
language and the spell of narrative in the 1980s and 1990s, and his recent efforts to transcend the immediate. Dewey
explores DeLillo's fascination with Eastern philosophies, interest in Native American traditions, passion for jazz, and deep
roots in Catholicism.
Palgrave Advances in the Modern History of Sexuality offers a comprehensive and accessible overview of historical
debate in the history of European and American sexuality since c. 1750. Each chapter explores in detail one theme, such
as race, pornography, marriage, science or religion, which historians have seen as essential to writing the history of
sexuality. The book therefore not only offers a broad introduction to the state of the art, but also suggests new directions
for research and debate.
After the austerity, horror, and bloodshed of World War I, France longed for joy, light-heartedness, and sexual freedom.
Men and newly emancipated women alike rejected pre-war values and moral restraints. They embraced new lifestyles,
and discovered a lust for extravagance, partying, and erotic experimentation that had the inter-war era known as the
Roaring Twenties, or the "mad years," and Paris as the City of Pleasure. In this uncensored and fascinating photographic
record of the period, historian Alexandre Dupouy pulls backs the bedcovers on Paris's eye-opening erotic life, revealing
the delights of its fetish scene, its licensed brothels and gay nightclubs, the first sex shop chains, erotic photography,
pornography, and much more. This is an uncensored, titillating, and utterly fascinating look at the sexual excesses of the
inter-war period in what was the world's most decadent city.
Pornography is seen as morally problematic for a variety of reasons: coercion, exploitation, harm and the promulgation of
inequality. The book looks at various ethical and political discussions concerning the production, exchange and
consumption of pornography to propose a radical new approach centering on the concept of objectification.
Typewritten film reviews by Feminists Against Pornography with handwritten editorial notes on the videos Fun with a
Sausage, Private Measures, and a third unnamed video.
Mulholland offers a scholarly, yet wholly accessible, critical engagement with young people's negotiation with the
pornification of culture. This work foregrounds the affective dynamics in young people's institutional and everyday sexual
peer cultures.
Our legal system is committed to the idea that private markets and the law of contracts that supports them are the
primary institutions for allocating goods and services in a modern economy. Yet the market paradigm, this book argues,
leaves substantial room for challenge.
The commercial exploitation of children is a global crisis (Rahman, 2011; Svensson, 2006). However, media outlets and
sociological researchers have successfully situated the problem as a primarily Asian, South American, or Eastern
European concern. In the process, the exploitation of children in the United States has largely been ignored. The
continued trafficking of international youth into this country, coupled with the growing rate at which American born
children are targeted by interstate sex traffickers, speaks to the urgency with which the domestic exploitation of children
must be addressed (Walker-Rodriguez & Hill, 2011). In fact, research suggests that an average of 250,000 American
children and adolescents are at risk of commercial exploitation each year (Estes & Weiner, 2001). Further, there are
indications that current data vastly underestimate the actual numbers of vulnerable and victimized youth (Chase &
Statham, 2005). According to the U.S. Department of Justice (2007), no systematic efforts have been made to examine
the commercial exploitation of children in this country. The low visibilities of the crime, combined with the inherent
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vulnerability of the victims, have facilitated the continued victimization of these children. The purpose of this book is to
provide a critical analysis of the domestic, commercial exploitation of children. A careful explanation of the differing forms
of commercial exploitation of children, victim and offender characteristics, and the mechanisms which maintain the
problem will assist health care providers, researchers, and law enforcement in their efforts with this marginalized and
understudied population. The authors begin with a comprehensive review of extant literature in this area. Additionally,
case studies of child sexual exploitation are included to further illustrate the severity, complexity, and depravity of
commercial exploitation in real life cases.?????
Just as feminist scholars began to develop an analysis of the state and women in Europe gained access to its political,
legal and bureaucratic arenas, increased attention and reliance on European institutions have begun to take precedence
over the more parochial concerns of the nation state. With the creation of the European super-state, feminist scholars will
have to enhance their understanding of the European Union while activists will increasingly focus their efforts upon its
institutions. This volume provides a comprehensive examination of EU policy implications for some of the most burning
issues concerning women. This is the first book to transcend the emphasis on economics, the conventional basis for EU
public policy discussions, thus providing a basis upon which one can begin to assess the politics of European integration
from a feminist perspective.
Examines the questions that shape a man's identity, discussing masculinity and sexuality, intimacy, friendship, spiritual
life, and success
Private Pornography in the Third ReichGoliath Books
This anthology is intended to be used in Political Philosophy courses. It focuses on contemporary political problems, and
it is intended to be paired with any of the numerous readers which are dedicated to the history of political philosophy.
History, theory, and political problems are the three pillars of the political philosophy course. However, while the
anthologies on the history of political philosophy are numerous, there are relatively few sources (and even fewer single
sources) that focus on contemporary political problems. This book fills that gap, with the leading contemporary positions
on school vouchers, government support for the arts, pornography, same sex marriage, drug legalization, gun control,
terrorism, torture, capital punishment, affirmative action, Immigration, and the environment.
Law Enforcement, Policing, & Security
In response to a mandate from Congress in conjunction with the Protection of Children from Sexual Predators Act of
1998, the Computer Science and Telecommunications Board (CSTB) and the Board on Children, Youth, and Families of
the National Research Council (NRC) and the Institute of Medicine established the Committee to Study Tools and
Strategies for Protecting Kids from Pornography and Their Applicability to Other Inappropriate Internet Content. To collect
input and to disseminate useful information to the nation on this question, the committee held two public workshops. On
December 13, 2000, in Washington, D.C., the committee convened a workshop to focus on nontechnical strategies that
could be effective in a broad range of settings (e.g., home, school, libraries) in which young people might be online. This
workshop brought together researchers, educators, policy makers, and other key stakeholders to consider and discuss
these approaches and to identify some of the benefits and limitations of various nontechnical strategies. The December
workshop is summarized in Nontechnical Strategies to Reduce Children's Exposure to Inappropriate Material on the
Internet: Summary of a Workshop. The second workshop was held on March 7, 2001, in Redwood City, California. This
second workshop focused on some of the technical, business, and legal factors that affect how one might choose to
protect kids from pornography on the Internet. The present report provides, in the form of edited transcripts, the
presentations at that workshop.
The ideal roadmap for defense lawyers and prosecutors, John M. Castellano has built on the fine works of the original
authors of this book, James A. Adams and Daniel D. Blinka who appreciate the succinct analysis necessary to canvass
the often tangled landscape of Fourth Amendment law. Their pragmatic approach has created a balanced, sound and
comprehensive one-volume survey of arrest, search and seizure issues. The Third edition now features all decisions by
the Supreme Court Fourth Amendment cases through June 2015 as well as significant and helpful circuit court decisions
on a variety of topics. It includes a number of other new, expanded, or refined sections as well which include application
for orders to intercept; bodily intrusions, emergency searches, and workplace searches. The eBook versions of this title
feature links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
A man who’s been transformed by Christ and desires to preach the gospel might say he feels called to be a pastor. This personal conviction,
while heartfelt, doesn’t acknowledge important, challenging steps necessary to be a qualified leader. So where should full-time ministry
begin? In The Path to Being a Pastor, Bobby Jamieson explains why it’s better to emphasize “aspiration” over “calling” as men pursue the
office of elder and encourages readers to make sure they are pastorally gifted before considering the role. He shares from his own elevenyear experience preparing to be a pastor by walking potential leaders through different stages of ministry training, from practical steps—such
as cultivating godly ambition and leadership, observing healthy churches, and mastering Scripture—to personal advice on building a strong
family and succeeding in seminary. Emphasizing the importance of prayer, godly counsel, and immersion in the local church, Jamieson
encourages men to ask Am I qualified? instead of Am I called? when considering a life in ministry.
A masterwork of feminist ideology, brilliantly exposing pornography as the antithesis of free expression and the enemy of liberty In this
powerful and devastating critique, poet, philosopher, and feminist Susan Griffin exposes the inherent psychological horrors of pornography.
Griffin argues that, rather than encouraging expression, pornographic images and the philosophies that support them actually stifle freedoms
through the dehumanization, subjugation, and degradation of female subjects. The pornographic mindset, Griffin contends, is akin to racism
in that it causes dangerous schisms in society and promotes sexual regression, fear, and hatred. This violent rift in Western culture is
explored by examining the lives of six notable individuals across two centuries: Franz Marc, the Marquis de Sade, Kate Chopin, Lawrence
Singleton, Anne Frank, and Marilyn Monroe. The result is an extraordinary new approach to evaluating sexual health and the parameters of
erotic imagination. Griffin reveals pornography as “not a love of the life of the body, but a fear of bodily knowledge, and a desire to silence
Eros.”
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This two-volume Handbook provides a major thematic overview of global sexualities, spanning each of the continents, and its study, which is
both reflective and prospective, and includes traditional approaches and emerging themes. The Handbook offers a robust theoretical
underpinning and critical outlook on current global, glocal, and ‘new’ sexualities and practices, whilst offering an extensive reflection on
current challenges and future directions of the field. The broad coverage of topics engages with a range of theories, and maintains a multidisciplinary framework. PART ONE: Understanding Sexuality: Epistemologies/Conceptual and Methodological Challenges PART TWO:
Enforcing and Challenging Sexual Norms PART THREE: Interrogating/Undoing Sexual Categories PART FOUR: Enhancement Practices
and Sexual Markets/Industries PART FIVE: Sexual Rights and Citizenship (And the Governance of Sexuality) PART SIX: Sexuality and
Social Movements PART SEVEN: Language and Cultural Representation
Mobile devices’ impact on daily life has raised relevant questions regarding public and private space and communication. Both the
technological environment (operating systems, platforms, apps) and media ecosystems (interface design, participatory culture, social media)
influence how users deal with the public and private, intimate and personal spheres. Leading researchers in communication, art, computer
engineering, education, law, sociology, philosophy, and psychology here explore current methodologies for studying the dichotomy of the
public and private in mobile communication, providing a foundation for further research.
Making Sense of Women's Lives presents a wide range of writings about women's lives in the United States. Michele Plott and Lauri
Umansky have drawn on their experiences as both students and professors to assemble the collection. Seeking to provide as full a sampling
from a diverse and intellectually vibrant field as one volume permits, the editors have also chosen writing that makes an enjoyable read. A
few of the selections here represent the undisputed 'classics' of the field. More of them constitute simply the works, drawn from academic and
nonacademic sources alike, that could make a difference in understanding what it means to be female in America.
The idea of ‘pornography’ is often employed to invoke titillation, anger, and disgust. Stigma and the Shaping of the Pornography Industry
explores the effects that this stigmatized identity has on the pornography industry itself. From the video era to the emergence of the internet,
to trade shows, white-collar workers, technological innovation, and industry-wide characteristics, this book looks beyond content production to
explore how stigma has shaped the structures, practices, norms, and boundaries of the wider sector. By drawing on concepts such as dirty
work, core-stigmatized industries, and outlaw innovation, this book offers rich insights into the ways in which stigma is socially constructed
and managed, and the deep structural effects that it has on the industry.
This provocative collection of essays by scholars from the UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand explores the uneasy relationship between
law and popular culture from a feminist perspective. The essays not only consider the representation of law in popular culture, including film,
crime fiction and the media, but also the representation of popular culture in legal texts. Romancing the Tomes shows that while popular
culture is bewitched by law, particularly anything to do with sex and crime, law is anxious to resist the unruliness of popular culture. The
collection is multidisciplinary, with contributors from a range of areas, including cultural studies, women's studies and legal studies. The
essays are complemented by the poems of prize-winning lawyer-poet, MTC Cronin. Romancing the Tomes will appeal to a wide crosssection of academic and general readers. It is suitable for inclusion on undergraduate reading lists for law, history, women's studies,
criminology and media studies, as well as any other course with an interest in cultural studies.
This book presents thought-provoking research and data about pornography that will prompt readers to reconsider their positions on a highly
controversial and current issue. • Highlights contemporary and controversial issues in pornography, politics, and the law • Features the latest
research and data on pornography, drawing on scholarship in philosophy, medicine, sociology, media studies, gender studies, psychology,
criminology, and the law • Brings new scholarship to debates about pop culture and sexuality through comprehensive analysis of the
crossroads of pornography and issues such as feminism, censorship, diversity, and sexual politics

The legal definition of child pornography is, at best, unclear. In part because of this ambiguity and in part because of the nature of
the crime itself, the prosecution and sentencing of perpetrators, the protection of and restitution for victims, and the means for
preventing repeat offenses are deeply controversial. In Refining Child Pornography Law, experts in law, sociology, and social work
examine child pornography law and its consequences in an effort to clarify the questions and begin to formulate answers.
Focusing on the roles of language and crime definition, the contributors discuss the increasing visibility child pornography plays in
the national conversation about child safety, and present a range of views regarding the punishment of those who produce,
distribute, and possess materials that may be considered child pornography.
A collection of ten essays tracing the history and various uses of pornography in early modern Europe. In America today the
intense and controversial debate over the censorship of pornography continues to call into question the values of a modern,
democratic culture. This ground-breaking collection of ten critical essays traces the history and various uses of pornography in
early modern Europe, offering the historical perspective crucial to understanding current issues of artistic censorship. The essays,
by historians and literary theorists, examine how pornography emerged between 1500 and 1800 as a literary practice and a
category of knowledge intimately linked to the formative moments of Western modernity and the democratization of culture. They
reveal that the first modern writers and engravers of pornography were part of the demimonde of heretics, freethinkers, and
libertines who constituted the dark underside of the Renaissance, the Scientific Revolution, the Enlightenment, and the French
Revolution. From the beginning, early modern European pornography used the shock of sex to test the boundaries and regulation
of decent and obscene behavior and expression in the public and private spheres, criticizing and even subverting religious and
political authorities as well social and sexual norms. Contents Introduction, Lynn Hunt • Humanism, Politics, and Pornography in
Renaissance Italy, Paula Findlen • The Politics of Pornography: L'Ecole des filles, Joan Dejea • Sometimes a Sceptre is only a
Sceptre: Pornography and Politics in Restoration England, Rachel Weil • The Materialist World of Pornography, Margaret C.
Jacob • Truth and the Obscene Word in Eighteenth-Century French Pornography, Lucienne Frappier-Mazur • The Pornographic
Whore: Prostitution in French Pornography from Margot to Juliette, Kathryn Norberg • Erotic Fantasy and the Libertine
Dispensation in Eighteenth-Century England, Randolph Trumbach • Politics and Pornography in the Seventeenth- and EighteenthCentury Dutch Republic,Wijnand W. Mijnhardt • Pornography and the French Revolution, Lynn Hunt
Over the past twenty years, Private Military and Security Companies (PMSCs) have become significant elements of national
security arrangements, assuming many of the functions that have traditionally been undertaken by state armies. Given the
centrality of control over the use of coercive force to the functioning and identity of the modern state, and to international order,
these developments clearly are of great practical and conceptual interest. This edited volume provides an interdisciplinary
overview of PMSCs: what they are, why they have emerged in their current form, how they operate, their current and likely future
military, political, social and economic impact, and the moral and legal constraints that do and should apply to their operation. The
book focuses firstly upon normative issues raised by the development of PMSCs, and then upon state regulation and policy
towards PMSCs, examining finally the impact of PMSCs on civil-military relations. It takes an innovative approach, bringing theory
and empirical research into mutually illuminating contact. Includes contributions from experts in IR, political theory, international
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and corporate law, and economics, and also breaks important new ground by including philosophical discussions of PMSCs.
Written for a broad audience and grounded in cutting-edge, contemporary scholarship, this volume addresses some of the key
questions asked about pornography today. What is it? For whom is it produced? What sorts of sexualities does it help produce?
Why should we study it, and what should be the most urgent issues when we do? What does it mean when we talk about
pornography as violence? What could it mean if we discussed pornography through frameworks of consent, self-determination and
performance? This book places the arguments from conservative and radical anti-porn activists against the challenges coming
from a new generation of feminist and queer porn performers and educators. Combining sensitive and detailed discussion of case
studies with careful attention to the voices of those working in pornography, it provides scholars, activists and those hoping to find
new ways of understanding sexuality with the first overview of the histories and futures of pornography.
Making, amending, and interpreting constitutions is a political game that can yield widespread suffering or secure a nation's liberty
and prosperity. Given these high stakes, Robert Cooter argues that constitutional theory should trouble itself less with literary
analysis and arguments over founders' intentions and focus much more on the real-world consequences of various constitutional
provisions and choices. Pooling the best available theories from economics and political science, particularly those developed from
game theory, Cooter's economic analysis of constitutions fundamentally recasts a field of growing interest and dramatic
international importance. By uncovering the constitutional incentives that influence citizens, politicians, administrators, and judges,
Cooter exposes fault lines in alternative forms of democracy: unitary versus federal states, deep administration versus many
elections, parliamentary versus presidential systems, unicameral versus bicameral legislatures, common versus civil law, and
liberty versus equality rights. Cooter applies an efficiency test to these alternatives, asking how far they satisfy the preferences of
citizens for laws and public goods. To answer Cooter contrasts two types of democracy, which he defines as competitive
government. The center of the political spectrum defeats the extremes in "median democracy," whereas representatives of all the
citizens bargain over laws and public goods in "bargain democracy." Bargaining can realize all the gains from political trades, or
bargaining can collapse into an unstable contest of redistribution. States plagued by instability and contests over redistribution
should move towards median democracy by increasing transaction costs and reducing the power of the extremes. Specifically,
promoting median versus bargain democracy involves promoting winner-take-all elections versus proportional representation, two
parties versus multiple parties, referenda versus representative democracy, and special governments versus comprehensive
governments. This innovative theory will have ramifications felt across national and disciplinary borders, and will be debated by a
large audience, including the growing pool of economists interested in how law and politics shape economic policy, political
scientists using game theory or specializing in constitutional law, and academic lawyers. The approach will also garner attention
from students of political science, law, and economics, as well as policy makers working in and with new democracies where
constitutions are being written and refined.
The turn of the twentieth century represented a crossroads in the French experience of modernization, especially in regard to
ideas about gender and sexuality. Drawing together prominent scholars in French gender history, this volume explores how
historians have come to view this period in light of new theoretical developments since the 1980s.
Much of the literature on ancient Egypt centers on pharaohs or on elite conceptions of the afterlife. This scintillating book examines
how ordinary ancient Egyptians lived their lives. Drawing on the remarkably rich and detailed archaeological, iconographic, and
textual evidence from some 450 years of the New Kingdom, as well as recent theoretical innovations from several fields, it
reconstructs private and social life from birth to death. The result is a meaningful portrait composed of individual biographies,
communities, and landscapes. Structured according to the cycles of life, the book relies on categories that the ancient Egyptians
themselves used to make sense of their lives. Lynn Meskell gracefully sifts the evidence to reveal Egyptian domestic
arrangements, social and family dynamics, sexuality, emotional experience, and attitudes toward the cadences of human life. She
discusses how the Egyptians of the New Kingdom constituted and experienced self, kinship, life stages, reproduction, and social
organization. And she examines their creation of communities and the material conditions in which they lived. Also included is
neglected information on the formation of locality and the construction of gender and sexual identity and new evidence from the
mortuary record, including important new data on the burial of children. Throughout, Meskell is careful to highlight differences
among ancient Egyptians--the ways, for instance, that ethnicity, marital status, age, gender, and occupation patterned their
experiences. Readers will come away from this book with new insights on how life may have been experienced and conceived of
by ancient Egyptians in all their variety. This makes Private Life in New Kingdom Egypt unique in Egyptology and fascinating to
read.
Provides an incisive account of women’s porn and queer porn of the 1980s and 1990s. Explicit Utopias explores a problem that
has long haunted feminist, lesbian, and queer critics: the obstacles to imagining women’s desire and sexual agency. Pornography
is one arena in which women have actively sought to imaginatively overcome this problem, yet pornography has also been an
object of passionate feminist contention. Revisiting the feminist sex wars of the 1980s, Amalia Ziv offers a comprehensive and
thoughtful reassessment of the arguments and concerns of both camps, tying these early debates to the contemporary surge of
concern over the pornification of culture. She also sets out to rectify the lack of critical attention to marginal sexual representations
by examining the feminist, queer, and psychoanalytic literature on several key issues, including fantasy, the phallus, identification,
and gender performativity.
Debates over hate speech, pornography, and other sorts of controversial speech raise issues that go to the core of the First Amendment.
Supporters of regulation argue that these forms of expression cause serious injury to individuals and groups, assaultin
A Washington Post Notable Book With a new chapter on eugenicist Madison Grant’s The Passing of the Great Race In this brilliant and
original exploration of some of the formative influences in Adolf Hitler’s life, Timothy Ryback examines the books that shaped the man and
his thinking. Hitler was better known for burning books than collecting them but, as Ryback vividly shows us, books were Hitler’s constant
companions throughout his life. They accompanied him from his years as a frontline corporal during the First World War to his final days
before his suicide in Berlin. With remarkable attention to detail, Ryback examines the surviving volumes from Hitler’s private book collection,
revealing the ideas and obsessions that occupied Hitler in his most private hours and the consequences they had for our world. A feat of
scholarly detective work, and a captivating biographical portrait, Hitler’s Private Library is one of the most intimate and chilling works on Hitler
yet written.
This book considers the rapidly evolving, both legally and socially, nature of image-based abuse, for both minors and adults. Drawing mainly
from UK data, legislation and case studies, it presents a thesis that the law is, at best, struggling to keep up with some fundamental issues
around image based abuse, such as the sexual nature of the crimes and the long term impact on victims, and at worst, in the case of
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supporting minors, not fit for purpose. It shows, through empirical and legislative analysis, that the dearth of education around this topic,
coupled with cultural norms, creates a victim blaming culture that extends into adulthood. It proposes both legislative developments and need
for wider stakeholder engagement to understand and support victims, and the impact the non-consensual sharing of intimate images can
have on their long-term mental health and life in general. The book is of interest to scholar of law, criminology, sociology, police and sociotechnical studies, and is also to those who practice law, law enforcement or wider social care role in both child and adult safeguarding.
This book confronts the increasing range of legal and philosophical issues arising from the relationship between privacy and the criminal law.
This is the third edition of the "The California Private Investigator's Legal Manual," previously titled "The Private Investigator's Legal Manual
(California Edition.)" The manual remains the only source for legal information of importance to California private investigators and the
attorneys who hire and represent them. The 350+ page manual covers more than 150 topics, analyzes more than 180 court cases and 150
federal and state statutes and includes the text of some of the most significant statutes. The manual is fully indexed with more than 1,000
entries to allow for quick and easy referencing.
Sex in the Third Reich: this subject is bound to raise wild speculation. What happened behind closed doors of a nation whose regime broke
all taboos? More than 300 private pornographic photographs, almost all from one private collection which survived the most adverse
conditions, provide ruthless testimony of the high time when those pictures were still sensational and daring, coquettish and provoking, but
most of all: prohibited.
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